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Abstract: The purpose of this document is to analyze the influence 
of technological development and how that development increases 
the risks in our critical infrastructure. When we study our state, we 
look around and see how technology is taking control of all our 
important and critical systems. So, It is necessary to find the way of 
minimizing the cyberattacks through all the possible ways that our 
state has, such as, the military cyber units, legislation, protocols of 
act, and the most important part: the civilians that work in private 
companies (banks, hospitals, the electricity company, and others). 
This work should do this with two main objectives: first, working 
together as one indivisible partnership against those threats, and 
second, trying to maintain the systems that form our critical 
infrastructure safe and secure. To develop this topic, Will be used 
the descriptive method, and it is collected the information from 
important works, such as, The National Cyber Security Strategy 
Policy (Guatemala, Mingob 2018), books about terrorism or cyber 
terrorism and some web sites that describe diagnosis of cyber-
attacks and how those cyber units have protected their critical 
infrastructure.
Keywords: Technology. Critical Infrastructure. Cyberattacks.

Resumen: El propósito de este artículo es analizar la influencia del 
desarrollo tecnológico y cómo este desarrollo aumenta los riesgos 
en nuestra infraestructura crítica. Cuando estudiamos nuestro 
Estado, miramos a nuestro alrededor y vemos cómo la tecnología está 
tomando el control de todos nuestros sistemas importantes y críticos. 
Por lo tanto, es necesario encontrar una manera de minimizar los 
ataques cibernéticos a través de todas las formas posibles que tiene 
nuestro estado, como las unidades cibernéticas militares, la legislación, 
los protocolos de acción, y la parte más importante: los civiles que 
trabajan en empresas privadas (bancos, hospitales, Compañía Eléctrica 
y otros). Este trabajo debe hacerlo con dos objetivos principales: 
primero, trabajar juntos como una asociación indivisible contra estas 
amenazas y, segundo, tratar de mantener seguros los sistemas que 
forman nuestra infraestructura crítica. Para desarrollar este tema, se 
utilizará el método descriptivo, y la información se recopila de trabajos 
importantes como la Política de Estrategia Nacional de Seguridad 
Cibernética (Guatemala, Mingob 2018), libros sobre terrorismo o 
ciberterrorismo y algunos sitios web que describen el diagnóstico de 
ataques cibernéticos y cómo estas unidades cibernéticas protegieron 
su infraestructura crítica.

Palabras-clave: Tecnología. Infraestructura crítica. Ataques 
cibernéticos.
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1 Introduction

Since the last two decades, technology had become a transversal axis in the human 
development. People use technology in our daily work, science, medicine, engineering and edu-
cation, and many others. It had become an easy way to manage all our services around the 
world, e-banking, e-transportation, internet of the things, and we are right now very comforta-
ble with it. Those facilities are our critical infrastructure (CARVALHO, 2016). Every country 
in the world has one and perhaps most of them are interconnected with each other.

As Paul Shemella in his book named “Fighting Back” explains something about moti-
vations of terrorist acts will be paraphrase in understandable words like, most of those first world 
countries are getting concerned about how to maintain their systems safe and secure. They have 
created some public institutions (cyber units), who are fighting to minimize cyberattacks or 
fighting against hackers who might steal critical information, for money, personal assets, or even 
worse, destabilize a country or a group of countries who have strong relationships.

To start this work, it is necessary to answer this question: How can civilians and mili-
tary work together in a strategical way to minimize those cyberattacks? during the development 
of this article, is compulsory find the way in which those main actors could work as a strategical 
team to fight against transnational threats.

In a new tech-world digging will be discover the meaning of critical infrastructure, its 
components, and the importance of maintaining that infrastructure safe and secure in order to 
let citizens have stable and dependable systems.

It is necessary to find a way to work together (Civilians and military) applying the inter-
national standards that include monitoring the infrastructure 24/7/365, avoiding and minimi-
zing attacks and detecting and responding those transnational threats (protocols of action).

In this research report readers will find information about cyber terminology, the 
critical infrastructure generalities and components, international standards, and the national 
institutions that were created or improved such as the Computer Emergency Response Team 
(CERTS) and the Computer Security Incident Response Team (CSIRTs), (URVIO, 2017) that 
show the ethical way of monitoring, combating, and responding to cyberattacks and how they 
could affect our critical infrastructure.

Besides that, this research presents cases of study about two countries that are fighting 
against the cyberattacks in the same way, and both are creating strategies, specific laws on cyber-
netics, risk assessments and an awareness culture in their societies in order to protect their sove-
reignty and the honor of their nation. That information will be a source of study to minimize 
cyberattacks and how to prevent and combat those cyberattacks.

At the end to this research, it is expected from civilians and military to work as a natio-
nal team in order to share experiences and for them to have a view of the nation about transna-
tional threats such as cyber threats. Through sharing those experiences, they could work on new 
national defense strategies.
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2 General characteristics

2.1 Cyber Defense: “Cyber defense is a computer network defense mechanism 
which includes responses to actions and critical infrastructure protection and information 
assurance for organizations, government entities and other possible networks. Cyber defense 
focuses on preventing, detecting, and providing timely responses to attacks or threats so that 
no infrastructure or information is tampered with” (CYBER..., 2019, n.p.), CND (computer 
network defense).

2.2 Critical Infrastructure: “Critical infrastructure is the body of systems, networks 
and assets that are  so  essential  that  their  continued  operation  is  required  to  ensure  the 
security of a given nation, its economy, and the public’s health and/or safety. Although criti-
cal infrastructure is similar in all nations due to the basic requirements of life, the infrastruc-
ture deemed critical can vary according to a nation’s needs, resources and development level” 
(CRITICAL..., 2019, n.p.).

2.3 Cyberattack: It “[...] is deliberate exploitation of computer systems, technolo-
gy-dependent enterprises and networks. Cyberattacks use a malicious code to alter computer 
code, logic or data, resulting in disruptive consequences that can compromise data and lead to 
cybercrimes, such as information and identity theft. [...] [and it] is also known as a computer 
network attack (CNA) (CYBERATTACK, 2019, n. p.).

2.4 Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT): it “[...] is a group of experts 
who respond to cybersecurity incidents. These teams deal with the evolution of malware, viru-
ses and other cyberattacks (COMPUTER..., 2019a, n.p.).

2.5 Computer Security Incident Response Team (CSIRT): is a team that responds 
to computer security incidents when they occur. An incident could be a denial of service or the 
discovering of unauthorized access to a computer system (COMPUTER..., 2019b, n.p.).

3 Critical infrastructure

3.1 Generalities

The concept of infrastructure started in the 80’s. It included the public sector services, 
such as, railroads, bridges, airports, public transportation, water supplies facilities, and all the 
resources that the states had inside their territory. They took an important part on the develo-
pment of all the country. They provided what the population needed because, in that part of 
the history, the government had all the power of the country. However, the concept changed in 
the 90’s into a concept of National Security because the terrorist attacks increased dramatically.
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The subsistence of the countries and their population development included natio-
nal security, not only because of the meaning of the word, but also because they needed 
to close gaps between the terrorist attacks and the security of their critical and strategical 
infrastructure combined with critical information about their population and all of the state 
actives that states have.

They are the core of all the countries around the world. Then, after the events of 9/11 
the concept of infrastructure changes again and despite of the facts, it appears now including 
the word “critical” not only for the public sector as in the 80’s, but for the new concept or the 
new way to talk about infrastructure.

One of the main challenges in this concept is resilience because this word goes beyond 
its meaning. It includes the capacity of those countries to give their people flexibility, adaptabi-
lity, and many capabilities of change or redefining the way to react when the situation demands 
that kind of resilience.

Nowadays, the critical infrastructure concept turns into a huge challenge for all the cou-
ntries around the world, because of the population increasement, the needs of communicating 
or making more electronic bank transactions, and the spread of technology that could take an 
important part in human life, and it has become a transversal axis in everybody’s daily routines.

The states will invest a lot of money in modern equipment, more severe policies, and 
more training for the people who will manage the new systems that will help them to keep those 
three aspects working as a whole in order to prevent some phishing information or to prevent 
some system intrusions.

Meanwhile, all of the national services (public and private) would work properly and 
giving their population all of the supplies and confidence that they need (O’ROURKE, 2007).

3.2 Components

The components of Critical Infrastructure directed to the public sector, the private 
sector, food systems, defense-industrial systems, national monuments, banking, financial sys-
tems, and many others that are taking an active part in all the countries.

They are vital for a country in order to provide their population with all the basic servi-
ces, keeping the globalization process with other countries. This concept is not only for cyberat-
tacks but also for natural disasters, economic recessions, lack of vital services, or weak countries. 
It is necessary to protect and maintain safe and secure every part of this infrastructure, because 
if one of these is missing the country would collapse in a very short term (O’ROURKE, 2007).

Now, one of the most important needs, is identifying the location of our strategi-
cal resources because they represent the most valuable actives of the country. These strategic 
resources have become a huge part of critical infrastructure and it is essential to monitor, pro-
tect, and identify where they are and how big or how useful they are. We should add them to the 
catalog of national infrastructure.
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4 International standards

The International Organization of Standardization (IOS) plays an important role in cyber 
security and cyber defense because they present guidelines on how to manage and how to connect 
security and defense. It refers to working together, civilians and military. Then, those countries 
around the world need to work hard as a national team in order to create scenarios to help and 
find some national strategies and national policies to discuss some important challenges together, 
private and public sectors. Those standards have become invaluable tools for sharing information, 
knowledge, and experiences that contribute to keep the critical infrastructure safe, and to maintain 
credibility in technology. This way the population will use those in the best way they can in order 
to give a very clear spectrum of cyber security and cyber defense.

The following standards will present a guide on how to work in this new cybernetic world.

4.1 The IOS 27032 

The IOS 27032 present some Information Technologies (IT´s), about security techni-
ques in order to empower a state in cybersecurity using the most important techniques and stra-
tegic points related to network security, internet security, and applications security. This standard 
intends to guarantee the network information interchanges so that they could face cybercrimes.

The first area of this guideline is approaching cyber space and cyber security issues in 
order to close gaps within different cyber space domains and give an orientation to approach com-
mon cyber security risks that include social engineering attacks, piracy, malwares, spywares, and 
other new malicious software.

That techniques guide has provided some skills on how to be prepared for malware atta-
cks, detection and tracking attacks, and responses for those attacks.

The second focusing area is the most important one. It is called “collaboration” because it 
is necessary to be effective and efficient in order to share and interchange information and coordi-
nate how incidents will be managed. This collaboration will be secure and trustworthy in order to 
protect the stakeholders´ information. The standard includes system integration and interoperabi-
lity in both ways (JUMBO VIVANCO, 2019).

4.2 The IOS 31000

The IOS 31000 according to (PALACIOS GUILLEM; GISBERT SOLER; PÉREZ 
BERNABEU, 2015) describes, in an understandable way, the meaning of risk management. 
Hence, in this case, it is very important to take advantage on planning or the decision-making 
process, because those states must be aware of cyberattacks, natural disasters, or any attack which 
destabilized countries.
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It is necessary to make some risk assessments about our critical infrastructure without 
any restriction, but in a parallel way it is urgent to have a plan that assigns responsibilities to all the 
different sectors included and provide them with possible ways to prevent, mitigate, and recover 
on a different types of attack. It is also important to give them the opportunity to work in the 
same team, military and civilians, in order to protect the infrastructure and assist the risks toge-
ther trying to minimize damages, especially if it is about a cyberattack because the damage could 
be immediate and calamitous. The consequences would be worse, for instance, if the cyberattack 
blocks the energy supplies or the banking sector or makes the critical infrastructure collapse.

4.3 IOS 27005

When one of the main targets is to protect the critical infrastructure, it refers to the 
information security risk management that present IOS 27005. It has been a reference fra-
mework about the methodology between risk management and information security, and it 
provides five important stages:

a) The interior and exterior plan
b) The definition of the organizational context (interior and exterior)
c) The valorization of technological risks
d) The treatment of technological risks
e) Monitoring and a continuous development management process

First, a communication plan that would be spread in the interior and exterior of the 
critical infrastructure of the public and private sector, and through this plan, determine risks and 
objectives in order to present a brief on the advances in the process. The best way to spread that 
information would be using written material and training people on those aspects.

On the other hand, this communication plan would be made in order to create aware-
ness and security, and the most important, to evidence the existence of risks.

This plan would have three different aspects to be considered: primary communi-
cation which includes general concepts, implications and advantages. Next, communication 
on the way. This aspect presents advances of risk managements in order to have feedback and 
support from the people who is working on the risk. And last, outcome communications that 
will try to share and spread the information that reached through this plan.

The second stage of risk management is an organizational context that integrates mission, 
vision, policies, strategies, roles, and responsibilities. The importance of this context is the order in 
which the critical infrastructure will be protected when a cyberattack comes, and find the limitations 
to protect all of the information systems, and how a national response team would accept the risk level 
and this way, they would determine those reaches and limitations that the critical infrastructure has.

The third aspect is the valorization of technological risk. In this stage, the national 
information actives could be identified and this way, it could determine which is the most 
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important one to be protected. It can also establish the threats that the critical infrastructure 
is being exposed to in order to mitigate the risks. This valorization could be about cost-acqui-
sition, renovation, recovery, or maintenance. On the other hand, it is necessary to identify the 
critical infrastructure threats that could be physical, logical, or strategical, and according to 
their origin: natural, technical, accidental, or intentional. It would help to identify the risks of 
those threats and to determine the impact in all the stakeholders.

The fourth aspect is the way to deal with technological risks because in this stage it is 
required an evaluation of the damage in order to mitigate the risks and collateral damages. That 
action could be used to reduce, accept, and eliminate damages.

This plan needs to define policies and guidelines and create a command and control 
unit in order to accomplish the recovery tasks and get the critical infrastructure to its normal 
state. This way, all the services and trustfulness would be given back to the stakeholders.

And finally, the continuous improvement. Through this, change controls on actives, 
process, vulnerabilities, threats and policies could be created with the purpose of establishing 
the following actions and keeping management updated in order to evaluate indicators accor-
ding to the ones that appear in exterior or interior plans (RAMIREZ CASTRO; ORTIZ 
BAYONA, 2011).

5 Protecting the critical infrastructure cases of study: federative republic of 
Brazil and republic of Guatemala

5.1 Guatemalan National Cyber Security Strategy

Talking about Guatemala, in 2018, the ministry of interior published the national 
cyber security strategy in order to provide the governmental institutions guidelines about a 
theme that only the ministry of defense and ministry of interior have approached. It is a neces-
sity to let the rest of the state know about the trending themes on national security in order to 
create social awareness and the responsibility that those institutions have as public servers. It is 
also important to tell the Guatemalan population about the national security issues that they 
need to fight against and how to deal with them.

The national cyber security strategy, as it is mentioned in the abstract of this research 
(GUATEMALA, 2018), includes:

a) Critical infrastructure
b) Information and communication technologies
c) Research and cyber incidents response
d) Legal frameworks
e) Governance
f) Mission, vision, objectives, and others
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First, this new strategy refers to the Organization of American States (OAS) in 
their resolution AG/RES 2004 “Adoption of a Comprehensive Inter-American Strategy to 
Combat Threats to Cybersecurity: A Multidimensional and Multidisciplinary Approach to 
Creating a Culture of Cybersecurity”. That resolution is the spearhead of the Guatemalan 
cyber security strategy model. That strategy literally says in its first five resolution points:

1. To adopt the Comprehensive Inter-American Cybersecurity Strategy: A 
Multidimensional and Multidisciplinary Approach to Creating a Culture of 
Cybersecurity, attached hereto as Appendix A.
2. To urge member states to implement the said Strategy.
3. To urge member states to establish or identify national "alert, watch, and war-
ning” groups, also known as “Computer Security Incident Response Teams” 
(CSIRTs).
4. To place renewed emphasis on the importance of achieving secure Internet 
information systems throughout the Hemisphere.
5. To request that the Permanent Council, through the Committee on 
Hemispheric Security, continue to address this issue and to facilitate the coor-
dination efforts to implement the Strategy, in particular the efforts of gover-
nment experts, the Inter- American Committee against Terrorism (CICTE), 
the Inter-American Telecommunication Commission (CITEL), the Group of 
Governmental Experts on Cyber-crime of the Meeting of Ministers of Justice or 
of Ministers or Attorneys General of the Americas (REMJA), and other appro-
priate organs of the OAS (ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES, 2004, 
n.p., emphasis added).

This OAS resolution provides the guidelines on how Latin-America is facing 
the cyber security issues with a multidimensional and multidisciplinary perspective in 
order to create a cyber culture in the countries that are part of it. This organization is 
encouraging those latin countries to implement this strategy as their national strategy 
in order to create regional standards in cybersecurity. Those countries have their own 
way to detect, prevent, and respond to any cyberattack, but they do not have a common 
strategy that lets them work together in a multidimensional manner. The OAS encou-
rages these countries to establish and identify Computer Emergency Response Teams 
(CERTs) and Computer Security Incident Response Teams (CSIRTs) in order to inte-
grate all this national, regional, and international teams as a huge team. Those teams will 
have a special trustable relationship in the way to share vital information against a cybe-
rattack. Finally, the Interamerican Committee Against Terrorism (CICTE) will work as 
a coordinator for this strategy, meanwhile the other OAS departments would take part of 
the strategy when needed.

This strategy is the utmost important for the Guatemalan cyber security model 
because the transnational threats and the cyberattacks evolve, and daily electronic activities 
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take part in the digital zone, and the national systems are interconnected. It will be necessary 
to have a strategy that provides all Guatemalan sectors the opportunity to create technical fra-
meworks and legal frameworks to strengthen the national and global cyber security. This strategy 
presents an important component with a great value, resilience. It will be necessary in order to 
reset as soon as possible all the services, avoiding with this recovery, the loss of information and 
collateral damages in order to protect the most valuable active in the country, its population.

This strategy was created in the beginning from a process that involved more than one 
hundred national and regional key actors from the different sectors of the Guatemalan society (mili-
tary and civilians) according to the national security strategic plan (2016-2020), the national risks 
and threats agenda, and the nation security strategic agenda. This strategy analyzes the scenario that 
Guatemala needs in order to mitigate the risks and threats that are coming from the cyberspace.

The objectives that this strategy shows are oriented to strengthen the capabilities and 
the protocols of action from the institutions that are part of the national security system in 
Guatemala, assigning them the responsibilities to act based on a legal frame in order to maintain 
the rule of law in Guatemala.

Guatemala is involved in international frameworks that regulate the cooperation in 
terms of critical infrastructures, and, of course, they are leaded by the United States that is the 
first country to build a document related to the critical infrastructure protection. This docu-
ment explains the necessity of creating a committee. This committee would evaluate terrorist 
attacks vulnerabilities in order to protect that infrastructure within a transnational dimension. 
Guatemala has many public infrastructures and other ones from the private sector, but they do 
not have the way to articulate all of them and the way to work with the best practices in infor-
mation security procedures.

As a corollary of this strategy, Guatemala created two things after publishing this. The 
first one was a technical committee that includes the governmental sector, the private sector, the 
academies, the critical infrastructures, the financial sector, and the ITC´s sector in order to rein-
force the relations of collaboration, cooperation, and coordination among them, promoting 
analysis and initiatives that increase the cyber security ecosystem in Guatemala.

The second one, according to the Guatemalan governmental agreement 65-2019 the 
Informatic and Technology Command was created by the ministry of defense. This command is res-
ponsible for the coordination of all the cyber defense themes, working with national and international 
institutions that manage these topics and becoming a part of that national and international effort.

5.2 The Brazilian cybernetic threats

In 2005, after a long time without a defense policy in Brazil, the Brazilian government 
emitted a National Defense Policy (PND in Portuguese). The main objective of this policy is 
to create an awareness for all the sectors in the country, in order to defend the nation, and 
establish the strategical importance of the cybernetic sector. That sector should be stronger 
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because Brazil has many systems with vulnerabilities and they need to create more capabilities 
to avoid those vulnerabilities and to recover, as soon as possible, all their ICT´s (information 
and communications technologies). That policy includes all the critical infrastructure secu-
rity actions and enforces all the devices and procedures that help to reduce or to minimize 
vulnerabilities when they affect their national defense systems from cyberattacks. There are 
institutions in charge of that important challenge. Those institutions are: the Civil House or 
the Presidency, the Ministry of Defense, the Ministry of Communications, the Ministry of 
Science and Technology, and the cabinet of Institutional Security (AMARAL, 2014).

The previous information is a proof that the Brazilian government is working with 
civilians and military, through their national strategic policy, in order to protect the defense sys-
tems from cyberattacks, and that work includes the protection of their critical infrastructure.

The policy is setting all the national sectors in the same direction, whether these are 
private or public sectors, and they will generate more capabilities in order to gain a lot of cyber-
netic knowledge. They are getting trained to prevent, to protect, and to respond to any national 
or international threat that could take Brazil into a critical situation that could cause the loss of 
their hegemony and leadership in cyber security and cyber defense in South America.

The Cabinet of Institutional Security built in 2010 the Green Book of cyber security, 
with the main purpose of creating a cyber security environment in order to protect the Brazilian 
society and the nation. This green book was made to face the new challenges and mutual agendas 
in the private, public sectors, academies, and the “third sector” referring to the private institutions 
but non-lucrative according to (what is the third sector) (¿QUE ES..., 2018).

It is an joint effort civilians an military for creating a common thought and build 
together the guidelines of cyber security with that vectors: politic-strategic, economic, envi-
ronment, communications, technology, education, legal framework, international coopera-
tion, transportation, water supply, finance and energy supply, and when located those vectors 
in the same pot they creating their critical infrastructure.

The most important thing for the cybernetic sector was to assign that huge res-
ponsibility to an armed force through the Ministry of Defense, and after that, they created 
a cyber defense command. That unit has the mission of contributing to increase the cyber 
security level. This cyber unit has the know-how in order to work with different sectors and 
the Brazilian society. That military unit is trying to focus in creating human resources, doc-
trine, and security enforcement with the purpose of offering the population a quick incident 
response, learned lessons, and protection against cyberattacks (AMARAL, 2014).

In 2012, the ministry of defense published a document that contained a new cyber 
defense policy. It established the way to run a military cyber defense system. This document 
was written to define the tasks of the armed force in order to prevent the internet and other 
networks from the criminal use, and to protect all the information data and the essential 
communications. With this policy, the Brazilian army was empowered and took all the cyber-
netic control in the whole country. That control includes the responsibility to gather with all 
sectors assigning them their own responsibilities in this national security theme.
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It also included instructions on how to share information, protocols of action, and 
the immediate way to respond in case of a cyberattack, building with this control, trustable 
relations among those sectors and the army in order to give the first national alert and making 
the cyber security plan go on.

Immediately after a cyberattack a national response team will contact all of their mem-
bers and provide specific information from the field in order to meet them as soon as possible 
depending on the type of cyberattack, place of events, main damages, and determine which 
could be the first decisions to make. One of key challenges is to mitigate the damage and to try 
to solve de problem immediately. With that reaction, the cyber defense unit will coordinate 
with other institutions that have the responsibility to investigate and criminalize this attack 
according to their legal framework.

This short description explains the first actions against a cyberattack, how to activate 
the cyber security plan, and the way to criminalize the cybercrime if it exists, or if this attack is 
part of a cyber terrorism issue in order to warn the Brazilian neighbor countries or countries 
around the world.

Nowadays, Brazil has a step ahead compared to its neighbors. It is very close to consoli-
date their cyber security and cyber defense system from the highest political level with a national 
coverage, represented by the National Security Cabinet, the Federal Public Administration, and 
the Ministry of Defense, who builds the politic-strategic link, to the lowest levels of army units. 
Those units work on operational and tactical levels in the cyber security and cyber defense sys-
tem including in that level the civilians who work in middle and lower levels in all kinds of 
sectors in order to defend their national cybernetic interests.

In the cyber security and cyber defense system, the Cabinet that was mentioned in the 
last paragraph has the task to coordinate all the actions that affect the society, for instance, cyber 
security, information and communication issues, and the national critical infrastructure security.

The ministry of Defense oversees all the issues related to cyber defense and received 
orders as follows:

 
a) Strategic Level: The Ministry of Defense will be responsible for creating protocols 

that let them be a part of the legal framework according to their national laws and their inter-
national agreements of actions that get them involved in a situation of crisis or armed conflicts 
and peace keeping operations.

b) Operative Level: here the Ministry of Defense, as all of armies around the world, 
should be prepared to conduct military defensive or offensive operations in order to preserve 
their sovereignty and the honor of the nation. In this concept the Brazilian army also includes 
all the problems that affect their cybernetic environment (AMARAL, 2014).

With that important policy, the Brazilian ministry of defense and the Brazilian army 
are taking control of all the critical infrastructure around the country. They are the link between 
the national institutions and private companies that are interconnected and interchanging clas-
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sified information from the people who are living in Brazil or the people who are making elec-
tronic transactions, in or out of the Brazilian boundaries. They are expecting the Brazilian 
government to provide them a high security level of their personal information in order not 
to be an objective for a cyberattack, or to get their information stolen (phishing), or to be 
victims of extorsion from the organized crime.

The security level must be offered to those people in order to increase foreign inves-
tors and to make the business environment become more reliable. This way the Brazilian 
international trade will be more trustworthy.

On the other hand, the Brazilian government has a stronger critical infrastructure 
in order to conserve its natural resources in safe places and it also protects its strategical areas.

Nowadays, those strategical areas are being affected by organized crime and trans-
national threats that need to have these areas in order to increase their wealth.

That is why the national security team and the national defense team, combining 
their resources and capabilities, need to work together to become more powerful, and this 
way, they will detect, prevent, and respond to all the acts that could affect their national cri-
tical infrastructure and the systems that manage that infrastructure.

6 Conclusions

In order to make conclusions, it is compulsory to consider how technology is beco-
ming an important part of the life of people around the world. Technology has made an 
increase of more than 50% of all the discoveries during the last century. It helps in all the 
daily activities as a transversal axis in science, domestic chores, military actions, and many 
others that include the critical infrastructure in all the countries.

Humans found a set of things that made their activities and even their lives easier 
in order to gain more time to do other activities. That is why those activities are the scope of 
this research because they need a way to provide more technological tools for people around 
the world. The software and hardware developers or the companies that have managed sys-
tems did not realize how dangerous those discoveries were not only because of the tools but 
also because of the way people use these tools.

Technological development should carry on, besides it, a big component of security 
in order to provide trustworthy connections and maintain the national security level on top 
in every country and collective security in their region.

After saying this, it is necessary to refer to the governments that created many 
institutions that have the responsibility to set up guidelines in order to provide cyberse-
curity for internal issues, and cyber defense teams to solve internal, external, regional and 
continental issues. Those institutions are combining their best efforts to work together, 
civilians and military, and now the new challenge is to work with many different agencies 
not only for sharing information but for building a common strategy to combat and mini-
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mize cyberattacks too. Those attacks could affect the stability of any country and therefore, 
the stability of any region because most of their systems are interconnected to provide people 
e-banking, f inancial transactions, power light supplies, and many others, for instance, that 
should be secured through a national security level, and as a part of the government, it must 
be done inside the country.

In addition to this, it is necessary to talk about national security teams that play an 
important role in this security theme, because the Computer Emergency Response Team and 
Computer Security Incident Response Team are strategic tools for governments. They are the 
first defense line when a cyberattack takes place. Those teams have the capability to fight against 
an attack or attacks in order to prevent, combat, and respond to performing tasks that they are 
trained for.

Those teams work together in the private and public sectors. By taking advantage 
of their expertise, they will mitigate the collateral damage after an attack strike in any critical 
infrastructure area, and they have the responsibility to stop the attack, also the responsibility to 
take things to a normal status in a minimum amount of time. Those were the most important 
objectives when those teams were created.

On the other hand, those teams that are creating international standards must be taken 
into account in order to follow the rules of risk assessment that are an important part of this 
tool because, before those risk assessments, those governments did not know what their threats 
were, or how the critical infrastructure was composed, or what was their national security level. 
After having risk assessments, the international standards give them a precise guideline to make 
a strategical plan on how to prevent, combat and respond to a cyberattack, and how to recover 
the stability after that.

When talking about critical infrastructure its components cannot be put away. Those 
components are the reason of the nation and its stakeholders because they have no risk sepa-
rately but when they work together like a gear in a country they become an important infras-
tructure that needs to be secured to provide at first confidence to people and also confidence 
to a region in order to invest and increase technological transactions in commerce, finances, 
banking, and other aspects. As shown in the body of this research, each country has its own 
critical infrastructure but at some point, these countries need to be intersected with the systems 
of other countries and this way, it becomes to be a goal to be protected by collective security.

It is important to say that it is necessary to review the critical infrastructure plan perio-
dically so that the political-strategical level in the country keeps track on which institutions have 
been created, and check if they need to get inside their critical infrastructure and this way, they 
can keep their risk assessment plan updated.

To follow the logical order in this research, two countries that have almost the same 
issues and the same efforts to fight against cyberattacks were included. Those countries are the 
Republic of Guatemala and the Federative Republic of Brazil. Each of them owns problems, 
but they are assuming the difficult task of working together, civilians and military, private and 
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public sectors, as a team against those problems that they need to fight. They are working toge-
ther in an interagency labor in order to minimize cyberattacks securing its critical infrastructure.

At the end of this research, it is necessary to highlight the need of the countries to pro-
vide a especial strategy to work together against cyber threats, but it is also necessary to create 
an awareness culture in all the societies because people are eyes of the nation on the streets and 
in the social networks. Since people and the social networks are in touch every day, they could 
provide important information to feed the national intelligence systems. All countries must 
deeply investigate the people who manage the critical infrastructure systems in order to have 
teams with a high level of confidentiality, honesty, and transparency.
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